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   Anno scolastico 2020 - 2021 

     Classe II       Sez. H 

Docente: Prof. Alessio Ruda 

Disciplina:  Lingua e Cultura Inglese  

Libro di testo adottato:  

- S. Kay/V. Jones/S. Minardi/D. Brayshaw, INTO FOCUS B1+, Pearson Longman Edition 

- Materiali di approfondimento forniti dal docente e condivisi su Google Classroom 

Argomenti svolti (a partire da ottobre 2020): 

In presenza: 

Ripasso di argomenti del primo anno dal fascicolo Build up (units 1-8): 

 

Grammar: present tenses: present simple, present continuous, present perfect; quantifiers; present perfect 

and past simple; comparative and superlative adjectives, too and enough; future forms: present continuous, 

be going to, will; first and second conditional; modal verbs for obligation, necessity and permission; 

defining relative clauses. Irregular verbs (revision). 

Vocabulary: houses; food and drink; shops; clothes and accessories; books and films; technology and the 

internet; education; work. 

Communication: describing your room/hourse; talking about your eating habits; talking about shops and 

shopping; talking about clothes and accessories; talking about future arrangements; talking about unlikely or 

future events; talking about education; talking about jobs.  

 

Dal volume Into Focus B1+ (units 1-8 SB+WB and Grammar Into Focus): 

 

Unit 1 - A new look 

 

Vocabulary: clothes and accessories; fashion and style; personality; relationship phrases; clothing;  

compound adjectives;  

Grammar: dynamic and state verbs; present perfect simple and continuous 

Functions: describing a photo  

Writing: a description of a person; tentative language: making language less negative or extreme; an email. 

 

A distanza: 

 

Unit 2 - It's just a game 

 

Vocabulary: sport - compound nouns; sport collocations; people in sport; phrasal verbs; personal qualities - 

word families; rituals and routines;  

Grammar: narrative tenses: past simple, past continuous and past perfect; verb patterns. 

Functions: asking for and giving an opinion 

Writing: a description of a past event; linkers to describe events in a sequence; an article. 
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Unit 3 - On the go 

 

Vocabulary: means of transport and travel; getting around; travel collocations; synonyms for trip; holidays - 

compund nouns; air travel; negative adjectives; travel verb phrases.  

Grammar: present and past speculation; used to and would.  

Functions: asking for and giving advice;  

Writing: a personal email; ellipsis; an email. 

 

In presenza: 

 

Unit 4 - Eat, drink and be healthy 

 

Vocabulary: fruit and vegetables; describing food; word families; food collocations; cooking verbs. 

Grammar: future forms and future time clauses; future continuous and future perfect. 

Functions: in a restaurant. 

Writing: a formal/informal email; indirect questions; an email. 

 

A distanza: 

 

Unit 5 - Planet Earth 

 

Vocabulary: geographical features; geography collocations; measurements - word families; environmental 

issues; climate change;  

Grammar: articles: no article, a/an or the; non-defining relative clauses. 

Functions: expressing and justifying an opinion. 

Writing: a 'for and against' essay; linkers; an essay. 

 

In presenza: 

 

Unit 6 - Good Health 

 

Vocabulary: parts of the body; injuries - word families; body idioms; charity fundraising; compound nouns; 

medical problems; health issues.  

Grammar: second conditional; wish/if only; third conditional. 

Functions: at the doctor's surgery. 

Writing: describing visual information; interpreting graphs; describing a graph. 

 

Unit 7 - All the world's a stage 

 

Vocabulary: entertainment; people in entertainment; phrasal verbs; words with two meanings; prepositional 

phrases; word building;. 

Grammar: reported speech - statements, questions and imperatives 

Functions: asking for permission; making polite requests. 

Writing: a review of a tv series; a review. 

 

Unit 8 - Social Rights and Wrongs 

 

Vocabulary: crime and criminals; people involved in crime; the justice system; prison; suffixes - forming 

nouns.  

Grammar: the passive; have/get something done. 

Functions: talking about advantages and disadvantages. 

Writing: an opinion essay; giving your opinion and emphasising a point; an essay. 
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Focus on Literature:  

- True Love (Shakespeare's Sonnet CXXX) 

- The Road is Life (Kerouac's On the Road) 

 

Focus on Culture:  

- Sport and disabilities; 

- Nursing: the Lady with the Lamp (Agenda 2030 Goal 3) 

- Climate Change (Agenda 2030 Goal 13) 

- The Real Junk Food Project (Agenda 2030 Goals 2 and 12) 

 

 

 

 

Gli studenti rappresentanti di classe hanno preso visione del programma in data 31 maggio 2021. 
 

 

 

 

Roma, 31/05/2021                            Il docente 

                                       Alessio Ruda 

 
 
              Gli studenti 

 

                                                                                                Edoardo Ranieri 

 

         Aurora De Jacobis

 

 

 

 

 

 


